The mechanism by which Wnt signalling was blocked was via degradation of beta-catenin protein by Sox3. In conclusion, these data indicate that the presence of sox3 throughout the early embryo is a central factor that restricts formation of the dorsal organizer to its correct position and is therefore a primary determinant of axis formation in zebrafish.
array of assays to study these events. We have previously shown that the cell cycle inhibitor p27Xic1 promotes Muller glial cell fate when overexpressed in the Xenopus retina and this activity is independent of its cell cycle regulatory function. We have found that NM23 nucleoside diphosphate kinases are expressed in the Ciliary Marginal Zone (CMZ) of the retina in a pattern overlapping that of p27Xic1. Also, we showed that p27Xic1-mediated gliogenesis in the retina can be inhibited by NM23s through their direct interaction. Here we report that cell cycle components also participate in this cross-talk to affect cell fate determination. Cyclin/ cdk components are expressed in the retina in different spatiotemporal patterns. We show that Cyclin D1/cdk4, Cyclin E1/cdk2
or Cyclin A2/cdk2 when over-expressed with p27Xic1 have the ability to inhibit p27Xic1-mediated gliogenesis. The talpid3 chicken mutant has a wide range of phenotypic defects including paddle-shaped limbs, and face, skeleton and vascular abnormalities that result from defective Hedgehog (Hh)
signalling. Since the Hh signalling pathway has been implicated in the development of the gastrointestinal tract and enteric nervous system (ENS), our aim was to examine talpid3 mutant embryos to gain further insight into the role of the Hh pathway in the development of these tissues. Macroscopically, the gut of S222
